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	Database Programming with JDBC and Java, 9781565926165 (1565926161), O'Reilly, 2000

	Java and databases make a powerful combination. Getting the two sides to work together, however, takes some effort--largely because Java deals in objects while most databases do not.

	

	This book describes the standard Java interfaces that make portable object-oriented access to relational databases possible and offers a robust model for writing applications that are easy to maintain. It introduces the JDBC and RMI packages and uses them to develop three-tier applications (applications divided into a user interface, an object-oriented logic component, and an information store).

	

	The book begins with a quick overview of SQL for developers who may be asked to handle a database for the first time. It then explains how to issue database queries and updates through SQL and JDBC. It also covers the use of stored procedures and other measures to improve efficiency, where these are available.

	

	But the book's key contribution is a set of patterns that let developers isolate critical tasks like object creation, information storage and retrieval, and the committing or aborting of transactions.

	

	The second edition includes more basics of JDBC and SQL, with more examples, and a deeper discussion about the architecture of a robust, maintainable database application. The second edition also explains the relationship between JDBC and Enterprise JavaBeans.
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Opportunities in Technical Writing (Opportunities in)McGraw-Hill, 2008

	Write your way to success!


	Get started in a career that has a promising future and is financially rewarding. Opportunities in Technical Writing Careers provides you with a complete overview of the job possibilities, salary figures, and experience required to enter the field of technical writing.


	This...


		

Patterns for Performance and Operability: Building and Testing Enterprise SoftwareAuerbach Publications, 2007
Structured to follow the software life cycle, Patterns for Performance and Operability provides advice and examples-based instructions at every phase. You can read it from start to finish or go directly to those chapters that interest you the most. Whatever approach you choose, you will learn:
How to:   

·...


		

Security and Software for Cybercafes (Premier Reference Source)IGI Global, 2008
Cybercafes, which are places where Internet access is provided for free, provide the opportunity for people without access to the Internet, or who are traveling, to access Web mail and instant messages, read newspapers, and explore other resources of the Internet. Due to the important role Internet cafes play in facilitating access to information,...




	

IPv6 EssentialsO'Reilly, 2014

	
		If your organization is gearing up for IPv6, this in-depth book provides the practical information and guidance you need to plan for, design, and implement this vastly improved protocol. Author Silvia Hagen takes system and network administrators, engineers, and network designers through the technical details of IPv6 features and...



		

Cutting and Draping Party and Eveningwear: Pattern Cutting for Special Occasion ClothesBatsford, 2016

	When you want to dress up, this is the complete guide to creating special-occasion clothes—party dresses and eveningwear. With step-by-step instructions, Dawn Cloake explains how to develop basic design blocks for a wide range of garments, and then mix and match the elements to make something that’s truly unique. She includes...


		

Self-Similarity and Beyond: Exact Solutions of Nonlinear Problems (Monographs and Surveys in Pure and Applied Mathematics)CRC Press, 2000
The main theme of this book is exact solutions to nonlinear partial differential equations and systematic methods for finding them. All techniques are demonstrated with plenty of worked-out examples, which are predominantly drawn from fluid mechanics, reaction-diffusion systems, and nonlinear diffusion…Throughout the book, notation is kept...
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